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ABSTRACT 
Determination of the cosmic infrared background (CIB) at far infrared 
wa~~elengtlls using COBEIDIRBE data is limited by the accuracy to which 
foreground interplanetary and Galactic dust emissioli can be modeled and 
subtracted. Previous deterniinations of the far infrared CIE (e.g., Ha,user 
et al. 1998) were based on the detection of residual isotropic enlission in sky~iiaps 
from which t,he eniission from interplanetary dust and the neutral int,erstellaa 
liiediuln were removed. In this pa.per we use the Wiscoilsill Ha Mapper (TVHAM) 
Northern Sky Survey as a tracer of the ionized lnediuin to exanline tlle effect, 
of this foreground colnponent on detern~ination of the CIB. We decompose .t,lie 
DIR.BE far infrared data for five high Galactic latitude regions illto H I- and Eicr 
correlated coli~polients and a residual component. Eased on FUSE H2 absorption 
line observations, the contribution of a11 Hz-correlated colnponent is expected to 
he liegligible. We find the Ha-correlated component to be consistent with zero 
for each region, and we find that addition of an Ha- correlated colnponent in 
nlodeliilg the foreground elnission has negligible effect on derived CIB results. 
Our CIE detections and 2 0  upper lilnit,s are esselltially the same as those deri~~etl 
by Hauser et sol. and are given by vIv(nTiV nlW2 sr-l) < 75, < 32, 2 5 1 3 ,  aiid 
1313 at X = 60, 100,  140, and 240 pm, respectively. Our residuals have not been 
subjected to a detailed anisotropy test, so our CIB results do not supersede tliose 
of Hauser et al. Mie derive upper lilliits on the 100 pm elnissivity of the ioinized 
mediulii that are typically about 40% of the 100 pm elnissivity of tile neutral 
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atomic medium. This low value inay be caused in part by a lower dust-to-gas 
mass ratio in the ionized medium tllall in the neutral ine&um, and in part by a 
shortcoming of using Ha intensity as a tracer of far infrared emission. If Ha is not 
a reliable tracer, our analysis would underestimate the enzissivity of the ionized 
medium, and both our analysis and the Hauser et al. analysis may slightly over- 
estimate the CIB. We estimate the possible effect for the CIB to be only about 
570, which is inuch smaller than the quoted uncertainties. From a conlparison of 
the Hauser et al. CIB results with the integrated galaxy S)riglltness from Spitzer 
source counts, we obtain 2a upper limits on a possible diffuse CIB component 
that a,re 26 nW n ~ - ~  sr-' at 140 pin and 8.5 nW m-2 sr-' at 240 pm. 
Subject headings: cosmology: observations - diffuse radiation - Galaxy: gen- 
c r ~ 1  - infrared: ISM: continuuin - ISM: general 
1. Introduction 
The cliffuse cosliiic infrared background (CIB) consists of the culnulative energy releases 
irl t i l e  -(miverse that have either been redshifted, or absorbed and reradia,ted by dust, into 
the infrared (IR) wavelength region. The CIB therefore provides important  constraint,^ 
on tlie rates of nuclear and gravitational energy release, as well as more exotic forms of 
energy release, over the history of the universe. Over the past few years, analyses of data 
obt,a.irled with the Diffuse Infrared Backgroul~d Experiment (DIRBE) and the Far Infrared 
Absol~~tc Spectrophotoineter (FIRAS) oilboard the Coscmic Background Explorer (COBE) 
sst'ellite have provided the first measurements of the cosmic background in the far infrared 
Lo slibliiillillieter wavelength region (Puget et al. 1996, Sclllegel et al. 1998, Fixsen et al. 
1993, Hauser et al. 1998, Lagaclie et al. 1999, Lagaclle et al. 2000). A detailed description of 
the COBE  instrument,^ and the COBE mission is given by Boggess et al. (1992), Silverberg 
(1!993), h'iather, Fixsen, 8.z Slnafer (1993), Hauser et al. (1997), and Brodd et al. (1997). 
R.ecerlt reviews covering the history of the quest for the CIB, the current detections and 
lilrlits 011 its spectrum, and the astrophysical implications are given by Hauser and Dwek 
(2001), Iiashlinsky (2005), and Lagache, Puget, and Dole (2005). 
Tlae far infrared CIB measurenlents are limited by the accuracy to which foreground 
illterplanetary and Galactic emission can be modeled and subtracted froin the COBE data. 
Ernissioil frol~l interplanetary dust is the dominant foreground below about 100 pm and 
em.issiora from interstellar dust is the donlinant one at longer wa~~elengtlis. 
Diff(:rellt models with different degrees of coinplexity have been used to remove the 
interplailetary dust (IPD) emissioi~ from the COBE maps. Puget et al. (1996) and Schlcgc.1 
et al. (1998) relied only on the spatial characteristics of the IPD emissioil and subtracted a 
scaled teinplate based on the DIRBE 25 pm sky map. The detectioils reported by Hauscr 
et al. (1998) and Fixsen et al. (1998) used the IPD model of Kelsall et al. (1998), wlrich 
was fit to the time variation of the DIRBE data caused by the motion of the earth t h1o:lgl-i 
the interplanetary dust cloud. The uncertainty in the zero level of the emission predicted by 
this iliodel makes a major contribution to the uncertainty of the related CIB ineasuremcrits 
Wrigllt (1998) and Gorjian, Wright, and Chary (2000) modeled the IPD using a riicthotl 
similar to that of Melsall et al., wit11 an added coilstraint that the residual 25 pix inteii~lty 
after zodiacal liglit subtraction be zero at high Galactic latitudes. 
Relnoval of the emission from interstellar dust requires an ii~terstellar lnediuin (ISM) 
templa-te that has a well-defined zero level and correlates well with the spatial variation of 
IR ell~issiol~ in the COBE maps. Before the coinpletion of the TVisconsin H- Alpha hla,pper 
(WHAM) survey, obsel-vations of Galactic H I emission provided the best ISM telliplate for 
this purpose (Puget et al. 1996; Sclllegel et al. 1998; and Hauser et al. 1998). For exa,mpie, 
Hauser et al. (1998) determined correlatioi~s of IR intensity with Galactic H I columli tleilsity 
for selected regions at high Galactic latitude and high ecliptic latitude, using data, in tlre 
DIRBE 100 ,urn, 140 pin, and 240 ,urn bands. For each region and each wavelength bancl, the 
H I-correlated component of the infrared einission was subtracted from the data,. Caseful 
error analysis, including estimates of systematic error ill subtraction of the iliterplanctary 
and Galactic foregrounds, sllo~ved that the mean residual intensity was significantly (more 
than 3a) greater thail zero at a11 three wavelengths. The residual illtensity passed t,est,s for 
isotropy at 140 pm and 240 pm, so detectiol~ of the CIB was claimed at these sva,veleligtiis. 
This method of subtractiizg Galactic foreground einission is subject to error if the ratio 
of Galactic foreground emission to Galactic H I colunln densitjr varies over the region st,utlied. 
Such variation could occur if there is emission from dust associated with nlolecular or innizecl 
gas, and this einissiol~ is not entirely correlated wit11 H I colulni~ density. Based 011 tile 
FUSE H2 absorption line study of Gillmon et al. (2006) and Gilllllon and Sliull (20061, 
Ha colul~ia dellsity is expected to be negligible coinpared to H I colulnn density over a 
large fraction of the high latitude sky, slid to account for 1% to 30% of total H column 
density for cirrus features brighter than 1.5 - 3 MJy sr-I in the temperature-correc:ted 
100 pm map of Sclllegel, Finkbeiner, and Davis (1998). Most far infrared CIB deternlinations 
have used restrictiolls on Galactic latitude, H I columli density, and/or far infrared color 
to exclude lines of sight that may contain significailt emissioil from dust associated witli 
molecular gas. On the other hand, the warm ionized medium (WIM) is known to be ~srev;~lel?_t 
at high Galactic latitudes. Available data indicates that H I1 column dellsity is on avel-age 
about one-third of H I coluinn density (Reynolds 1991ae), and correlation studies using Ha as 
a tracer suggest that a significant fraction of tlie H I1 is not spatially correlated with H I (e.g., 
Reynolds et al. 1995, Arendt et al. 1998, Lagache et all. 2000). The ionized gas is expected 
t o  be subject to approximately the same interstellar radiation field as tlie neutral gas, and 
tile depletion study of Howk and Savage (1999) shows that the dust-to-gas mass ratio ill 
the WIh4 may be similar to tliat i11 the warm neutral medium. Thus, the infrared ernissivity 
per H nucleus may be similar in the ionized and diffuse H I phases of the ISM, and infrared 
elilission from the ionized phase may have a significant effect on any CIB determination that 
is solely based on correlatioli witli an H I template. 
The paucity of tracers of tlie ionized gas at high latitudes precluded any definitive 
rlieasurernent of tlie amount of IR, einission from dust in this gas phase. Nevertheless, sev- 
eral met,hocls were used to estimate and subtract its contribution to tlie foreground ISM 
emission: (1) Puget et al. (1996) and Lagache et al. (1999) identified the H I1 emission 
coinporrerit witli a spatially varying cornponelit obtaiiied after subtraction of an H I corre- 
lated foregroul~d colnponelit from COBEIFIRAS data. This residual coinpolierit exhibited 
a c;sc(lb/) dependence (Boulanger et al. 1996), consistelit with that expected from a plane 
parallel layer of ionized gas. (2) Fixsen et al. (1998) used maps of H I column density 
allti [C II] 158 p111 line emission as templates to niodel the IR emission from tlie neutral 
allcl ionized gas phases. Tliey found tliat essentially none of the high latitude emission ob- 
sen-ed by FIRAS correlated witli tlie [C II] template, and their final CIB spectrum was 
i-nc:)re t,lrall t~vo times greater than tlie H I1 emission subtracted CIB spectrum of Puget et 
al. (1996) at X < 240pm. (3) Arendt et al. (1998) derived an upper limit to the 100 
pal elnissivity per H nucleus in tlie ionized medium from a correlation analysis of Ha, 
IL I, ar-~cl DIRBE niaps for a 10" x 12" region centered at 1 = 144", b = -21". The derived 3u 
upper lirziit was equal to 314 of the 100 plii einissivity per H nucleus for tlie neutral atomic 
gas in the salrie region. Assuliling this limit is valid for tlie Lockman hole region, they used 
ava.ilal-jle Ha and pulsar dispersion measure data for tlie L o c h a n  hole to place an upper 
liliiitof 4 nMi 111-~ sr-I on the possible contribution of tlie ionized gas phase to tlie 100 pni 
foreground emission. This was scaled to obtain upper liniits of 5 and 2 11W m-2 sr-I at 
140 and 230 pm, respectively, assuming the spectrum of elnission fro111 tlie ionized pliase llas 
tile same sliape as tliat of the neutral atomic phase. These upper limits are coinparable to 
the overall uncertaiiities in the CIB determinations. Tliey were noted as possible errors by 
Iiauser et al. (1998) but were not included ill tlieir quoted CIB uncertainties. If they had 
been included, their repoxted 240 pm CIB value would still be a 30 detection. 
Tile Th7isconsin H-Alpha Mapper (MTHAM) northern sky survey provided the first Ha 
;nnp selisitive enough to trace tlie ionized gas phase of the ISM at high Galactic latitude 
(Haffnel et al. 2003). Lagaclie et al. (2000) used preliminary WHAM survey data to 
clecompose the 100 to 1000 pm DIRBE alid FIRAS data at high latitude into Ha-correlated, 
H I-correlated, and isotropic components. The regions studied cover about 2% of the sky 
in the range 25" < Ibj < 50". They found a significant Ha-correlated colnponent wit11 dust 
temperature of 17.2 I<, very similar to that of tlle H I-correlated component. Assumlilig a 
constant electron density of 0.08 c n ~ - ~  and an electron temperature of 8000 I< for the ionlzed 
gas, they derived an infrared elnissivity per H nucleus for this phase that is similar to thht 
of the neutral phase. The CIB spectruin they determined from analysis of the FIRAS data 
is consistent with that of Fixsen et al. (1998). The mean residual intensities they found at 
100, 140, and 240 pin froin analysis of the DIRBE data are consist,ent with the result.; of 
Hauser et al. (1998). although their uncertaii~ties are larger. 
The agreenlelzt between these latest CIB determinations is encouraging, butthe. dis- 
agreement between the Arendt et al. (1998) and Lagache et al. (2000) results for the 
100 pin emissivity of the ionized nlediuln is a matter of concern. In this paper, we acldress 
the possible effects of the ionized lnediuin 011 the Hauser et al. (1998) CIB results by in- 
cluding a11 Ha-correlated foreground component in an analysis that is otherwise similar to 
the DIRBE team analysis. TVe make use of Ha data from the TVHAM Northern Sky Survey. 
The paper is organized as follows. In 52 ~ve describe the data sets and sky areas used in 
the analysis. The decomposition inethod is described in 53. From the decompositions 
derive the eniissivity per H nucleus for the H I and H I1 phases of the ISh4 as well as the 
residual enlission for the difTerelit DIRBE hands. In 54 we present these results a.nd compare 
them with results of previous studies. In 55 we discuss the emissivity results aiicl m7e disc:uss 
possible systematic errors if Ha is not a reliable tracer of far infrared eniission. Our results 
and conclusions are sulninarized in 56. 
2 .  Data Sets 
The regions of t,he sky analyzed in this paper are shown in Figure 1. Three of them 
Tilere previously analyzed by Hauser et al. (1998) and Arendt et al. (1998): the Locknlan 
Hole (LH), a 300 square degree region around the position of lowest H I coluniri density 
a,t 1 = 152", b = +52"; an 8" x 9" region centered on the north ecliptic pole (NEF) at 
1 = 96", b = +30°; and the DIRBE high quality B nortlz (HQBN) region at b > i-60' 
and p > +45". These regions were origiiially selected because they were expectecl t,o liave 
relatively weak Galactic and interplanetary dust foregrounds, and because good quality 
H I observations were available for them. Tlie DIRBE high quality B south region is not, 
included in our analysis because it is below the declination limit of the WHAM Nort,hern Sky 
Survey. In addition, we analyze the second quadrant region previously studied by L,aga.che 
et al. (2000) and a new region in the first quadra;nt at 30" < 1 < 80°, 30" < b < 41'. T'ik 
refer to these as the Q2 region and Q1 region, respectively. The Q2 region was originally 
selected because preliminary TVHAM Ha data were available for it. The Q1 region was 
selected because it is coinparable to tlie Q2 region in Galactic latitude, it is at ecliptic 
latitude greater than 30 degrees, it has no molecular clouds detected in the CO survey of 
Hartmann, l/Iagnani, and Thaddeus (1998), and it has no cold infrared excess features tliat 
,zre cl~a~acteristic of molecular clouds in the 100 ,urn infrared excess map of Reach et al. 
(1998). 
The datasets used in our analysis are listed in Table 1. We use DIRBE 60, 100, 140, 
and 240 p111 mission-averaged skylnaps from which the interplanetary foreground emission 
has beell subtracted using the model of Kelsall et al. (1998). Foreground Galactic stellar 
einissloil is negligible at these wavelengths (Hauser et al. 1998, Arendt et al. 1998) and has 
not beer1 subtracted from the data. 
JV-e use H I 21-cin line data integrated over a velocity range that includes all significant 
Galactc emission, converted to H I cblurnn density N(H I) assuming that the line elnissiori 
is optically thin. Tlie H I data for the LH and NEP regions are from Snowden et al. (1994) 
and Elvis, Lockman, and Fassnacht, (1994), and were corrected for stray radiation using 
tile AT&T Bell Laboratories H I survey (Stark et al. 1992). Estimated la uncertainties 
in LV(H I) for t,hese regions range from 0.5 x 10'' c111-~ to 1.0 x lo1' Tlie H I data 
"cilat we use for the other regions are from tlie Leiden-Dwingeloo H I survey (Hartmann and 
Burton 1997), whicli has also been corrected for stray radiation (Harti~lann et al. 1996). Mie 
adopt a, la ullcertainty of 1.25 x lo1' c i ~ t - ~  for each position in these regions. This is tlie 
nl~certainty of .the stray radiation correctioli tliat was estimated by Hartlnann et al. (1996) 
for a refereuce position in tlie Lockmall Hole region. 
Viie use Ha. total intensity data from the Wisconsin H-Alpha Mapper (WHAM) North- 
ern Sky Survey (HafTner et al. 2003), ~vliicli covers tlie sky north of declination -30". The 
147HAh4 instrunlent has a 1 degree dianieter field of view, and the survey was made on a 
regular Galactic coordinate grid wit,h pointings separated by 0.98"/cos b in 1 and 0.85" in 
b. Tlle spectrun~ for each pointing was integrated over -80 < V L ~ R  < 80 k111 S-I to obtain 
total Ha iiltensity. For the regions we study, systeniatic errors associated with removal of 
geocoronal and atmospheric emission lilies from the spectra can be greater than statistical 
nleasurement uncertainties. These errors can vary from night to iiiglit, and sometimes cause 
- 7" x 7" "blocks" of data taken on particular nights to be noticeably offset in mean iii- 
terlsity ~.elat,ir;e to their surroundings. We applied offset corrections to affected blocks in 
t,he E-IQBN, Lockman Hole, and Q2 regions to remove discoiitiiiuities in Ha intensity at tlie 
block boundaries. For the HQBN and Q2 regions, most blocks appeared to be unaffected 
and these were assumed to set the zero level of tlie data. For tlie HQBN region, an offset 
of 0.15 Rayleigl~ was added to the data in the areas (102" < I < 117", 65" < b < 7lC) ,  
(60" < I < 90°,65" < b < 71°), and (I  > 117",60° < b < 65"). For the Q2 region, 
an oRset of 0.3 R was added in (129" < 1 < 136.G0, 41" < b < 47") aiid an offset of 
0.4 R mas added ili (136" < 1 < 157", 47" < b < 51"). For the Lockinall Hole, the offset 
corrections are somewl~at uncertain and subjective since inany blocks appear to be aEecl;ed, 
by varying amounts. Offset corrections ranged from -0.5 to 0.1 R, and the zero level is det,er- 
milied by the WHAM observatiolis of Hausen et al. (2002) for two positions ill the region. 
Our decompositioii results for the Lockma,n Hole are consistent m~itl~ those for the other 
regions, aiid omitting t,liis region from our aiialysis does iiot cliaiige our derived C,IB results 
~igliificalit~ly. We adopt a 1g uiicertainty of 0.06 Rayleigh for the velocity-integrated, offset- 
corrected Ha intensity at each WHAM pointing. This is near the low end of the 'ange of rms 
Ha dispersion measured within observing blocks at higli Galactic latitudes. Tlie dispersion 
tends to increase with increasing meail H a  intensity or decreasing latitude, presullzablv t1u.e 
to increasiiig rlns dispersioi~ in Galactic emission. With the adopted uncert aility, thc, mea.n 
Ha signal-to-noise ratio is 4, 8, 18, 18, and 31 for tlie LH, HQBN, Q1, Q2, and NEP ~egiolzs, 
respectively. 
The DIRBE data and Leideli H I dat,a were iiiterpolated to tlie TVHAM poilititil?g po- 
sitions for our analysis. The angular resolutioli of the Elvis et al. and Snowdeli et al. H I 
data is mucl better that that of the other datasets, so these data miere averaged over .the 
IVHAkll field of view at each WHAM pointing positjioii. Possible c~nt~amiiiation by stellar H a  
absorptioli was handled either by excludilig positions with stars brighter than V = 6.5, or 1 ) ~ ;  
excluding positiolis with Ha intensity significaiitly loiver t hall their surroulidings. Thcsc two 
methods were compared for the LH and NEP regions, and fouiid to give consistelzt results. 
Some positions vlritli a discrete source detected ill the DIRBE data (the planetary nehula,e 
NGC 6543, aiid galaxies NGC 3079, 3310, 3556, 3690, and 4102) were excluded from olrr 
analysis. The plaiietary iiebula NGC 6210 appears as a bright point source in the TVESAM 
data (Reynolds et a1. 2005) and was also excluded. 
Maps of tlie 100 pm intensity, H I column density, and Ha intensity are shown for TIE Ql 
region ill Figure 2, and correlatioii plots are shovrill for tliis regioll iii Figure 3. These figures 
show tliat the correlatioli between vIr,(lOO pm) and N(H I) is tighter tliaii that l~ctv\~ecli 
vI,(100 pm) aiid I(Kcu) or tliat between I(Ha) and N(H I). Similar trends are see11 fol thc 
other regions aualyzed in tliis paper, aiid for the region around I = 144", b = -21" stuthcd 
previously (Reynolds et al. 1995, Arendt et al. 1998). 
3. Analysis 
3.1. Decomposition of the Infrared Emission 
The method of analysis follows that used by Arendt et al. (1998) and is similar to that 
asccl bsr Lagache et al. (2000). For each DIRBE wavelength band (GO, 100, 140, and 240 pm) , 
-the ilzfialed intensity distribution within a given region is decoinposed into a coinponent that 
is correldted with H I coluinii density, a component tliat is correlated with Ha intensity, and 
all isotropic coixlponent. This is done by making a least squares fit of the form 
where I , (X)  is the infrared intensity after interplanetary foreground subtraction and Al, 
B1, and! C1 are fit parameters. Al is the mean infrared elnissivity per H atoni for dust 
in the neutral atomic gas phase, B1 is a measure of the mean infrared elnissivity of dust 
in the ionized gas phase, and the intercept Cl is tlie mean residual infrared intensity. For 
c~lnparison~ a second decomposition is performed in whicl an Ha! correlated conipolient is 
iiot incl.udecl, by making a fit of the form 
C0111~ariso11 of the derived C1 and C2 values gives the error in the Galactic foreground 
su1)tra~ tion if the H a  correlated component is neglected. 
Decomposition of an infrared intensity distribution into tliree components as in equation 
(1) will be successful if the spatial distibutions of N(H I) and I(Ha!) differ significantly fro111 
esc:ll other, a110 also differ significantly from an isotropic distribution. These conditions are 
r~iet, for each of the regions st,udied here. This is illustrated for the Q1 region by Figures 2 
and 3. Tlie lnethod of analysis also assullies that Ha! intensit,~ is a good tracer of far infrared 
elnissioil from the ionized medium. In 55, we discuss possible errors in our results if this is 
ilottthe case. Extinction of the Ha emission is another potential source of error, but its effect 
is nr:gligihle for our regions with the data selectioii criteria described below. We made fits 
to the 100 p m  dat,a for each region with and without a correction to I(Ha!) for extinction, 
and diEerences in the results were insignificant. We made the worst-case assumption of pure 
foregroulld extinction. With the optical depth at Ha! calculated as r = 0.04[N(H 1)/lO2O 
crx-7 ], the extinction correction was at niost 1.22. 
The fits are xnacle using an iterative procedure that niinimizes X 2  calculated using inea- 
silrernerit ulicertainties in tlie independent and dependent variables (Press et a1 1992). 
Uncertainties ill the fit parameters are determined from the G8% joint confidence region in 
parameter space, using the method of Bard (1974). For eacli of the regions except for HQBN, 
data at the highest H I column densities are excluded from the fitting, as described by Arendt 
et al. (1998) for the LH and NEP regions. The uI,(100 pm) - N(H I) relation deviates from 
linearity in these regions, wit11 excess 100 pm emission relative to N(H I) at the higliest H 1 
column densities. This type of relation has been found previously for isolated cirrus clouds 
and for large regions of the sky at high Galactic latitude, and the excess 100 pm emission 
ha.s been attributed to emission from dust associated with molecular gas or to nol~-i-~egligihlc 
optical depth in the 21-cm line (e.g., Deul and Burton 1993, Reach, I<oo, and Heiles 1994, 
Boulanger et al. 1996). For the Lockman Hole, it is consistents with det,ections of CO line 
emission toward some 100 pm brigl-ltness peaks (Heiles, Reach, and Koo 1988; S h c y  et al. 
1991; Reach, Koo, and Heiles 1994). We exclude data above H I column densities where 
the uIv(lOOpm) - N(H I) relation begins to deviate from linearity (see Figure 8 of Arendt 
et al. '1998). The cut is made at N ( H  I) = 1.5 x 1020 cin-" 5.0 x 10" cmW2, 3.0 x 
and 3.0 x lo2' for the LH, NEP, Q1, and Q2 regions, respectively. L~feasul-eli~ent, 
uncertainties are much larger for the DIREE 140 and 240 pm bands than for the 60 aiicl 100 
pnl bands, so less stringent N(H I) limits were adopted for the LH and NEP fits iii tliese 
bands, 2.0 x lo2' for the LH and 6.0 x 1020 for the NEP. Wit,ll these cuts, tile 
area of the sky used in the 100 pni analysis is 420, 170, 35, 180, and 380 square degrees for 
the HQEN, LH, NEP, Q1, and Q2 regions, respectively. 
3.2. Limits on Emission from Dust in Hz 
Our analysis does not allow for possible FIR emission from nlolecular gas t,hat is not 
correlated with H I. This emission is expected to be negligible for the WHAM pointiligs t,iia~, 
pass the N(H I) cuts. Gillmon et al. (2006) and Gilllnon and Sl~ull (2006) report,ed resl-ilts 
from a FUSE survey of Ha abs~rpt~iol~ lines toward 45 AGNs at Ibl > 20". They eompaseti 
their derived values of tlze molecular fraction, f H ,  = 2N(H2)/[N(H I) +2AT(H2)], with vad-i~es 
of temperature-corrected 100 pm intensity DT from the map of Schlegel, Finkbeiner, and 
Davis (1998). (DT is proportional to Galactic dust column density.) The tralisitiom from 
low lnolecular fractions cllaracteristic of optically thin clouds to high values cl~aracteristic 
of H2 self-shielded clouds was found to occur over the range 1.5 < DT < 3 h4Jy sr-l, 
with f H 2  varying between low6 and 10-I in this DT range, fa  less than lom3 at lomw DT 
values, and f H 2  between and 0.3 at higher DT values. Except for the NEP 
most of the WHAM paintings used in our analysis (after the N(H I) cuts Bave been applied) 
have DT less than 1.5 MJy sr-l, so f H 2  is expected to be generally less than loW3 anti the 
uncertainty in derived CIB results due to neglect of this componellt is negligible. For eacli 
region except the NEP, sve estimate that dust as~ociat~ed wit11 Hz colltributes less thail 0.04, 
0.05, and 0.02 11W m-2 sr-I at 100, 140, and 240 pm, respectively. This assumes that AT(E12) 
is constaiit within a region, 2N(H2) < x mean N(H I), and IR elnissivity per H nucleus 
i:l tlie Hz phase is given by the slope of the IR - N(H I) relation. For the NEP, most of 
the 'vVE-1AM pointiiigs that are used have DT in tlie transition raiige from 1.5 to 3.0 MJy 
sr-l, so fH., values as large as 0.1 are possible. However, we find no evidence for significant 
IR emissioli from Hz associated dust. The mean residual infrared intensities Cl from our 
alialysis of the NEP region are consistent with the values found for the other regions, aiid 
the 100 pill - N(H I) relation for tlie NEP is linear with small scatter over the range of 
N(l3 1) used ill our analysis (see figures 7 and 8 of Arendt et al. 1998). Excluding the NEP 
regioli from our analysis would not cliange our derived CIB results significantly. 
3.3. Test Against Previous Results 
As a clieck of our analysis method and software, we performed fits of the form of equation 
(1) using data previously analyzed by Lagache et al. (2000) for the Q2 region. Llzgacl~e et 
al. performed fits of this form for 122 positions in tlie region using DIRBE data with 
iilt,erplanetary foreground subtracted, Leideii-Dwiiigeloo H I data, aiid preliminary MiHAAII 
data, all smoothed to the -- 7" resolution of the COBEIFIRAS. They kindly provided us with 
the data. JVe performed fits as described above, except to be consistent with tlie Lagaclie 
e 1 analysis, only iiieasurement uncertainties for the dependent variable (the infrared 
irlt,ensit?;j were used in tlie calculatioli of x'. Table 2 gives a comparison of our results and 
the Lagache et al. results. The two analyses give the same values for the fit parameters, 
l ~ u t  i le values for the fit parameter uncertainties do not agree. Our uncertainties for Al and 
B, are larger than those given by Lagaclie et al. because our uncertainty calculation allows 
for uliceutaimty due to coupling between the parameters. (The uncertainty quoted for C1 by 
Laga.clle et al. is not a statistical uncertainty from the fitting, but was deterliiined fro111 the 
distributioli of residual intensity values, so coinparison witli our uncertainty value for C1 is 
ilot ~iieaiii~lgful.) TVe conclude from this test that differences between our results in 54 and 
t3hose cjf Lagaclie et fi l .  are not the result of software errors. 
4. Results 
Palameters from our fits for the five regions are listed in Table 3. Positions with H I 
tolunll: dellsity greater that the cuts described in section 3.1 were excluded froiii the fit- 
ting. For each region and each wavelength, the first row in tlie table gives results froin tlie 
three-component fit (equation 1) and tlie second row gives lesults froin the two-compoiieiit 
fit (cqua,tioli 2). The uncertainties listed are statistical uncertainties from tlie 68% joint 
confidence region in parameter space; the C1 and C2 uncertainties do not include systeixatic 
uncertainties that need to be included in determining the total uncertainty for a 6x13 mea- 
surenielit. Columii 7 of the table lists the number of independent WHAWI paintings used for 
each fit. Sample correlation plots showing the fits to the 100 pm data for the Q1 and Q2 
regions are shown in Figure 4, and parameters from the three-component fits for each region 
are plotted as a function of wavelength in Figures 5 and 6. 
For all regions in all wavelength bands analyzed, we find that the inean residual inteiisitj~ 
is nearly the same whether an Ha-correlated coinpollent is included in the fitting or iiot, (the 
C1 and C2 values are in close agreement), and tlle quality of the fit is nearly tlie sanie in the 
two cases. Also, we do not detect significant Ha-correlated infrared emission; the B1 d u e s  
are consistelit with zero within the uncertainties, and tlie Al and A2 values are nearly t l ~ c  
same. The lack of Ha-correlated 100 pm emission is illustrated for the Q1 region in Figurcs 
2 and 3. No correlation is seen between the Ha map in Figure 2c aiid and the map in Figure 
2d of residual 100 plli elnission after subtraction of H I correlated 100 pm elilission. Tliis i.; 
also sl~own by the correlation plot in Figure 3d. 
4.1. Residual Iiitensities and GIB Measurements 
Figure 7 shows the residual intensity averaged over the five regioiis as a fuliction of 
wavelength for each fit type; the Cl and C2 values were eacl averaged over the regions using 
~veigliting by l/a2. The weigl~ted-average residual intensities for the different fit types agrcc 
within la statistical uncertainties at all wavelengths, aiid the agreeii~ent is within 2 llTjiT 111-" 
sr-I at 60, 100, and 240 pm. We conclude that addition of a11 Ha-correlated coniponerlt rn 
nlodcling the foreground emission at high Galactic latitude has negligible eRcct on delivccl 
CIB results. 
To assess whether the weighted-average values for the residual eniission can be identiiicd 
as CIB n~easurements, we calculated the total uncertainty for these values folPowElig the 
method used by Hauser et al. (1998). The total uncertainty was calculated as the qua cl d ratlure 
sui11 of the statistical uncertainty, interplanetary foreground subtraction uncertainty, ancl 
DIRBE detector offset uncertainty. Magnitudes of the latter two uncertainties were ta,kcil 
from Table G of Arendt et al. (1998). (DIRBE gain uncertainty is not included because 
it has the same lnultiplicati~~e effect on tlie mean residual and its total uncertaiiity, and so 
does not affect tlie signal-to-noise ratio. This uncertainty is 10-14% for tlie DIRBE ba,i~ds 
used here.) Based on these total uncerta.inties, the mean residual emission is inore than 30 
greater than zero at 140 p n ~  aiid 240 p1n for both the two-component fits aiid the three- 
colnponent fits, aiid at 100 ,urn for the three-component fits. The residual intensity values for 
thc five different regions (Table 3 and Figure 6) are consistent with isotropy at 140 pin aiid 
230 ,urn (tlie values are compatible within their la uncertainties). We have not performed 
derailed anisotropy tests oil the iliaps of residual iiitensity from our aiialysis, such as the 
tests performed by Hauser et al. (1998). However, based on the reduced chi-square values 
ill Tahle 3, sigiiificaiit anisotropy is present in the Q1 and Q2 regions at, 60 pm and in all 
five regions at 100 pni. 
Table 4 lists the upper limits and detections of the CIB at 60, 100, 140, and 240 pin from 
Ha.user et al. (1998), froin our two-component and three-component fits, aiid fro111 Lagaclie 
et al. (2000). For cases where the mean residual intensity does not exceed zero by greater 
than 30- or t,lie residual intensity distributioli has been sliown to be anisotropic, the table lists 
a 23- upper limit on tlie CIB followed by the mean residual iiitensity and its la uiicertaiiity 
in parelitl-ieses. Our results are coiisistent with those of Hauser et al. Our residuals have not 
passed a, detailed aiiisotropy test, and in some cases our quoted uiicertainties are slightly 
larger than those of Hauser et al., so our CIB results do not supersede the Hauser et al. 
results. 
l f  H a  imtensit,y is not a good tracer of infrared emission froin dust in the WIh4, our three- 
i:on~poncnt fits may not account for elnissioii from the TVIM niucli better than fits without 
i~1-i H a  c;olrrelated conipoi~ent do. Any elnission from the WIh4 that is not correlated with 
Ma or H I would contribute to the residual compoaelit, so our results would overestiiiiate the 
CIB. The agreeinelit with the Hauser et al. (1998) results could be because their aiialysis 
o~elrestimat~es the CIB by a similar amnoui~t~. In 55.4 we discuss evidence that Ha may not 
l ~ e  a good tracer, and we estin~ate the possible effect of emission froin the TVIM on the CIB 
results froni our alialysis and froni that of Hauser et al. For each analysis, we estiiiiate 
the effect to be only about 5% at 140 aiid 240 pin, which is much sinaller than the quoted 
unc:e~t ainties. 
4 . 1 . 2 .  Systematic Uncertainties 
Altliougl-i this paper is priinarily concerned with the effect of the ionized ISM on CIB 
cieternlin)~tion. we discuss here other systeiiiatic uiicertainties involving the level of tlie H I 
cut, clioice of interplanetary dust iiiodel, aiid clioice of photometric calibration. Our results 
foi- tlie effect of the ionized ISM have no significant dependence oil any of these uiicertaiiities. 
Aiendt et al. (1998) found that the sensitivity of the Hauser et al. (1998) CIB results to 
the H I cut is negligible compared to other sources of uiicertaiiity. For tlie Lockmaii Hole, for 
example, tlie mean 100 pill residual intensity was found to vary by less than 0.7 1iW in-2 sr-I 
when the cut was varied from 1.0 to 2.0 x lo2' We have investigated the sei~sit~ivity of 
the CIB results fro111 our three-component analysis to the H I cut used for our regions t,ha,t 
svere not included in the Hauser et al. analysis, the Q1 and Q2 regions. The effect of varying 
the cut for these regions over the range from 2.5 to 3.5 x lo2' is snlall. Tlie derived 
mean residual changes by +0.1, -0.7, -0.1, and $0.7 11lV mV2 ST-' at 60, 100, 140: 240 pm, 
respectively, whelz the cut is cllanged from 3.0 to 2.5 x lo2' ane2. These changes are at most 
25% of the uncertailities of the mean residuals given in Table 4. The lnean residual changes 
by -0.8, -0.5, -3.0, and -1.3 nW m-2 sr-I in these bands when the cut is changed from 3.0 
to 3.5 x lo2' These changes are at most 45% of the quoted ullcertaillt,ies of the mean 
residuals. 
The effect of clioice of interplanetary dust model is showll in Table 5. This table corn- 
pares meall residual illtelisities from Hauser et al. (1998) with those obtained by Wrigllt 
(2004). The main difference between these analyses is that Hauser et al. used t,he iliterplam- 
etary dust nlodel of I<elsall et al. (1998) and Wright used the model of Gorjiall et al. (2000). 
Each of these models was obtained by fitting the time variation observed over the whole 
sky in each of the DIRBE bands with a paranleterized model of the dust cloud, but Gol-jian 
et al. added a constraint that the residual 25 pm intensity after zodiacal light subtrsct,ioii 
be zero at high Galactic latitude. This assumed that the 25 pm CIB is negligible; ba,secl 
on CIB upper limits inferred from TeV gamma ray observations of Mrk 501. Tal-)le 5 aJso 
lists the uncertainty of the zodiacal light subtraction for the Hauser et al. amalysis, as esti- 
inated by Kelsall et a1. This was obtained by comparing results from a series of models with 
different g~olnet~ries for the density distribution of the dust cloud, which gave compa.rahle 
quality fits to the time variation of the DIRBE data. The difference between the Hauser et 
al. results and the TVright results is not significant relative to the ullcertainty in zodii-1,ca.l 
light subtraction, or relative to the tot a1 uncertainty of the mean residual. 
Hauser et al. (1998) noted the effects on CIB results at 140 and 240 pm if the DIRBE 
data are transformed to the FIRAS photolnetric system. The CIB values are aEected by 
differences in zero point and gain between the DIRBE and FIRAS pliot,olnetric systerlis, 
which are not sigllificallt relative to the zero point uncertainties and gain ~ncerta~illt~ies for 
the tsm systems. Hauser et al. found that transforming the DIRBE CIB results to the 
FIRAS system would reduce the CIB value from 25.0 to 15.0 nW m-%ru-l at 140 ~111, a,md 
from 13.6 to 12.7 n14T ~ I I - ~  sr-I at 240 pm. The DIRBE team chose to use the DIR.BE 
photolnetric system to report its results since co~i~parilig the two photometric systel~is has 
its ow11 uncertainties associated with the need to integrate the DIR.BE map over t,lie FIRAS 
beam, and the FIRAS spectrum over the DIR.BE spectral response. The DIRBE tea,m chose 
not to introduce this addit,ional uncertainty, and we ~nade the same choice for this paper. 
4.1.2. Corr~parison with Spitxer Source Counts 
Recently, Dole et al. (2006) used Spztxer MIPS observations to measure tlie contribution 
of galaxles selected at 24 pill to tlie CIB at 70 pin and 160 pni. They found that sources 
brlgliter than 60 p.Jy at 24 pin contribute 5.9 f 0.9 aiid 10.7 i 1.6 nW 111-~ sr-I to the CIB 
at 70 plee and 160 p111, respectively. With an extrapolatioii of tlle 24 pin source couiits below 
the 00 pJy detection threshold, they estimated that tlie full population of 24 prn sources 
colltlibutes 7.1 f 1.0 and 13.4 k 1.7 nW 111-~ sr-I at 70 slid 160 pm. They noted that these 
should be regarded as lower limits to the CIB since there may be coiitributioiis from a diffilse 
hsckglorrlld coinponelit or from sources missed by tlie 24 pm selection. They estimated that 
tiic\se contributiolis account for less than N 20% of the far infrared CIB. 
A diEuse coiiipolieilt of tlie CIB could be produced by processes such as emissioli from 
intergala~t~ic dust or radiative decay of primordial particles. Here we compare tlie Dole et 
al. integrated galaxy briglittl?ess at 160 pix witli DIRBE CIB measurements at 140 pm and 
240 pul to estimate upper limits on emission froin a diffuse cornponelit. We scale the quoted 
163 prn intensity of 13.4 f 1.7 nW m-2 sr-I to 140 pm aiid 240 pi11 using the shape of tlie 
moclel spect,ral energy distributioii from figure 13 of Dole et al., which is based on the Lagaclie 
et al. (2004) galaxy evolution model. This spectrum is also used to apply color corrections 
so the ii1tensities call be compared witli the quoted DIRBE CIB values, wllicli assume a. 
spc:ctral shape of vIv = colistallt over the DIRBE bandpass. We obtain integrated galaxy 
iut,ensity values of 13.7 f 1.7 nW 1nm2 sr-I at 140 pm and 10.7 i 1.4 nW sr-' at 240 pin. 
The uncertainties liere do not iiiclude any ullcertaility ill the sliape of tlie adopted spectral 
energy clistributiol~. Table 6 compares these values with the DIRBE CIE results, aiid with 
DIRBE CIB results traiisformed to tlie FIRAS photometric systeni (Hauser et al. 1998). 
Tlie table lists values for tlie fractional coiitributioii of the integrated galaxy briglitness to 
the CIS, and the difference between tlie CIB and tlie integrated galaxy briglittl?ess. Using 
the (2113 results on the DIRBE photometric systeni yields 20 upper limits for a diffuse CIB 
colilponelit of 26 lilV lll-%rr-i at 140 pm aiid 8.5 iiW sr-I at 240 pm. 
4.2. Infrared Emissivity of tlie Ionized Mediuin 
Infrared emissivity results from our tlii-ee-compoiieiit fits are shown as a functioii of 
~vavelength in Figure 5. The derived values of emissivity per H atom for tlie neutral atomic 
gas phase, e(HO), are comparable to previous determillations from higli latitude IR - H I 
correlation studies (e.g., Dwek et al. 1997, Reacli et al. 1998). The values of emissivity per 
Ei' ion for the ionized phase, E(H+), were obtained from the B1 values in Table 3 using a 
coaversioil factor of I(Hol)/N(H+) = 1.15 RaYleighs/lOm ccm-? This is the mean ratio of 
Ha intensity to pulsar dispersion measure found by Reyiiolds (1991b) for four high latitude 
lines of sight toward pulsars at x > 4 kpc. It correspolids to ail effective electron ciel~sity, 
n,ff r J n:ds/ J n,ds, of 0.08 for an electron teinperature of 8000 K alid no extinctior?. 
The I(Ha)/N(H+) ratio ranges froin 0.75 to 1.9 Rayleigli~/lO~~ for the lines of sight 
studied by Reynolds, so the ullcertainty in the conversion factor is large. The value a,dopt,ed 
here is the same as that used by Lagache et al. (2000). Figure 5 shows that the cleri-cred 
values of e(H+) are collsistent with zero for all regions at all wavelengths. We have checked 
the depelldeilce of derived 100 pi11 e(H+) values 011 the H I cut,, and find that t,hey do mot 
c:lla11ge sigilificantly when the cut is varied by ri: 30%. 
Our derived values of e(H+) at 100 pin are compared with previous results for other 
regions of the sky in Table 7. All of the results listed are from analyses similar to 'chat used 
here, with either Ha illtensity or cel~timeter wavelength radio contilluurn i~lt~ensitj; used as 
the tracer of the ionized gas. Columl~ 4 lists the electron density adopted in each study for 
calculat~ing the conversiolz fro111 Hal or radio contii~uum iliteiisity to N(H+). Uncertainty 
in this collversioll li~ay be as large as a factor of two or more for some regions, but is not 
included in the uncertainty listed for E(H+). The elnissivity values are shomnl plotted as a, 
functioli of electron density in Figure 8. The 2 c ~  upper limits for our regions are compa,rable 
to t,ha,t obtained by Arelldt et al. (1998) for the 10" x 12" region at 1 = 144", b = -21". 
For the other previously studied regions, 100 pm emission was detected from the ioriizecl 
gas component, and the derived e(H+) is greater than or equal to the 100 pm c(HO). This 
call be explained if the dust-to-gas mass ratio is the same in the ionized and iieutral a.tonrii: 
compol~ents, with cases of enhanced elnissivity in the ionized coinponent caused b y  Llt-rna.r~ 
alpha heating (for the Barllard's Loop region, Heiles et al. 2000) or a local source of hea,ting 
(for the Spica region, Boulailger et al. 1995, Zaguly, Jones, and Boulallger 1998), or bot81i 
(for the Galactic plane regions, Sodroski et al. 1997). With the exception of the Q2 region, 
the ionized gas in these regions is not representative of the general warm ionized  medium 
observed at high 1atit)udes. The electron density is a11 order of magnitude greater, and t,he 
ionized gas is n~uch closer to the Galactic niidpla~ie (z < 100 pc, colnpared to an exponential 
x scale heigllt of about 900 pc for the warm ionized medium (Reynolds 1993)). 
The 100 pin e(H+) value determined by Lagache et al. (2000) for the Q2 region ~iiithoiit 
an H I cut is not consistent with our result for the Q2 region with an H I cut appliecl, or with 
results for the other high latitude regions that sample the general warm ionized medi~iiii. 
We have applied our three-component decompositiol~ to the full Q2 region (wit11 no H I cut) 
at 100 pm at the 1 degree resolutioli of the TVHAM data. This gave E(H+) = 8.5 i 1.0 
11W m-2 sr-1/1020 wBic.11 is comparable to the upper limits in figure 8, and c(HO) = 
18.7 f 0.4 nVl7 sr-'/1020 (If an extillction correction is applied to the H a  data. 
as described in 53.1, the derived e(Ht) is 5.5 f 1.0 11W 1n-2 sr-'/lo2' The diEerenee 
between these results and those of Lagache et al. is probably due to the different angular 
resolution used. Their analysis used data for 122 positions at 7 degree FIRAS resolution, 
but the data \irere oversampled and there are only about 30 independent FIRAS pointiags 
'it~ithin the region. Our analysis used data for 1762 independent WHAM pointings that are 
withill 3.5 degrees (half of the FIRAS bean1 width) of any of their 122 positions. It is possible 
that sorrle ulllnodeled effect, such as dust associated with molecular gas, optical depth in the 
21-cm hie,  or \variation of &(H0), happens to correlate with the Ha data at FIRAS resolution, 
t,ut does not correlate as vile11 at WHAM resolution. The vIv(lOOpm) - N(H I) relation for 
tile region shows curvature, which suggests that molecular gas or 21-cm line opacity may 
be preseilt. We find that 40% of the region has temperature-corrected 100 pm intensity 
greater t h m  the 3 MJy sr-I threshold for significant fractional Hz abundance (Gillmoa and 
Sllull 2006). For these reasons, we consider the elnissivity per H' ion derived for the full Q2 
region, from either our analysis or Lagache et al.'s analysis, to be of questionable reliability. 
5 .  Discussion 
Cbur derived elnissivity values for the ionized medium are statistically consistent wit11 
zeio. From Table 7, our derived 20 upper limits on 100 ,urn ernissivity per HS ion are 
0.33, 1.11, 0.37, 0..57, and 0.30 of the 100 p111 elnissivity per H atom for the HQBN, LH, 
NEP, Ql ,  and Q2 regions, respectively. We adopt 0.4 as a representative upper liliiit on 
t(HS),/~(HO) at 100 pin for these regions. Possible explanations for this low value include a 
lower dust-to-gas mass ratio or a weaker radiation field in the ionized nlediunl than in the 
~leut~ral medium, a difference in grain optical properties or grain size distribution, a11 error 
im our adopted I(Ha)/N(Hi) conversion factor, or a shortcolning of using Ha as a tracer of 
illhared emission from dust in the ionized ii~ediuin. I11 this section, we discuss some of these 
po~sihilit~ies. ~ a s e d '  on available observations and models, it appears that our low derived 
E jHf ) ,/E(HO) ratio is partly due to a lower dust-to-gas mass ratio in the WIM and partly due 
to error in using Ha as a tracer, but one or Inore of the other factors may also contribute. 
TI!% cliscuss possible irnplica,tions for derived CIB results in 55.4. 
5.1. Dust-to-gas Mass Ratio 
-A lower dust-to-gas mass ratio would be expected if the ionized gas in these regions has 
great!e~ z extent and lower densiby than the neutral gas, as is typical for the TVIM in the 
solar ~icinit~y (Reynolds 199 la). Rom interstellar absorption line observatioiis, it has been 
inferred tha,t abunclmces of heavy elen~ents in the form of dust decrease wit11 increasing 
s, and also decrease wit11 decreasing gas density (e.g., Savage and Sembach 1996). Most 
of these studies have pertained to tlze neutral atomic medium, but from observations of 
A1 I11 and S I11 absorptioil lines, Hovrrk and Savage (1999) .found evidence that about 60- 
70% of aluinii~uizl atoms in the UJIM are in dust, compared to about 90% of A1 in dust in 
H I1 regions at low x. This result is based on observatiolls of two lines of sight that, salnlple 
the TVIM up to z distances of 690 pc and 2800 pc, and four lines of sight tllrough low density 
(n, - 0.2 to 4 H I1 regions at x < 200 pc. Howk and Savage also noted that the 
dust phase A1 a,bundance they obtained for the low x H I1 regions is comparable t,o previo~ls, 
solnewhat ulzcertaill determinations for the warm neutral medium at low 2. Assul1li~1.g thiit 
this low z dust phase A1 abuildallce is valid for tlze ileutral atomic medium in the regions 
studied here, and that 100 pm emissivity per H nucleus varies in proportioli to A1 dust 
phase abundance, one would expect E(H+) to be about 20-30% lower tllaii e(HO) a,t 100 pri~. 
Tllus the Hawk and Savage results suggest that the differel~ce in dust abundailce between the 
iieutral and ionized componeizts is not great enough to fully explain our derived upper limit 
011 c(HS-)/€(KO). TO coilfirin this, dust phase A1 abundance determinations for a,dditionsl 
liizes of sight througl~ the WIh4 urould be of interest, as would calculatioizs of the rela,t,ion 
between A1 dust phase abundance and 100 pin emissivity for dust grain models. 
5.2. Interstellar Radiation Field 
The lower 100 pin enlissivity deritred for the ionized medium could also be explained 
if it were subject to a, viieaker interstellar radia,tion field. Heating of dust by Lym?all a.lpha 
is expected to be negligible at the electroil density estimated for the VJIM (Spit,zer 1973: 
Heiles et al. 2000). Also, there are no early type stars that are close ellough to the lines 
of sight tllro~igh our regions t,o cause sigizificaiit dust heating relative t,o t11a~t of t'he gencriil 
illt,erstellar radialtion field. hdodels of the spatial distribution of t,he interstellar radiation 
field at visual and ultraviolet mravelengths predict that the mean iiztel~sity increases t?.it,ll 
iizcreasing x up to about 200 pc, as light from distant stars in the Galactic disk becomes 
less attenuated, and the11 decreases with further iizcrease ill x due to geometrical dilution. 
IVakker aizd Eoulai~ger (1986) used their model of the radiation field to calculate the expected 
100 pix iiztei~sity of a diffuse cloud with a nlixture of silicate and graphite grains. The 
iliteilsity was calculated for different distai~ces of the cloud aloilg two high latitude lines 
of sight (toward b = 90°, and toward 1 =, 180°, b = GO0). They found tlzat the 100 pln 
ii~telzsity varies by less than &20% over the range in cloud heiglzt from x = 0 - 1 kpc. Tlilrs, 
it appears that the radia,tion field does not vary elzough to explain our derived limit on 
e(HS)/c(HO), even if all the H I gas were located near the maximum of the radia,tion field 
and all of the H I1 gas were at x = 1 kpc. 
5.3. I (Ha)  / N(HS) Conversion Factor 
To ellange our derived upper limit on &(HS) /&(HO) a,t 100 pm from 0.4 to 1 .O, the adopted 
i (Ha.) /A~(K+) conversiolz factor would need to be chaiiged from 1.15 to 2.9 Rayleigh~/lO~~ 
anw2. This is significantly larger than the largest value of 
1.9 Rayleighs/1020 c121-~ measured by Reynolds (1991b) for lines of sight to four pulsars 
at l-iigll s.  Values obtained by Arendt et al. (1998) for an additional 5 pulsar lines of sight 
range from 0.8 to 1.2 Rayleiglis/1020 emm2. Thus, it appears tlia,t there is not an error ill 
the adopted conversioli factor value that is large enough to fully explain the low elnissivity 
derived for the ionized medium. 
Iiidependellt evidence that supports our adopted conversion factor comes from interstel- 
lar absorption line studies. Our adopted value correspolids to all effective electron density 
of 0.08 Electron density estiniates from observations of absorption lines of excited C+ 
totvard extragalactic objects and high z stars are comparable to this. In the most extensive 
study t,o date, Lehner, TV'akker, and Savage (2004) presented results for 43 such lilies of sight 
st / b 1 > 30". Most of the observed absorption line components are at low velocity. For these, 
tiley fiud a mean density of (n,) = 0.08 f 0.04 cmV3 (la dispersion). For the Intermediate 
'lTc.1ocity Arch, they find (n,) = 0.03 i0 .01  c ~ n - ~ ,  probably lower because the gas is at higher 
2 (- 1 lipc). The derived 11, values are averages over CS regions in both the warm ionized 
~nedillm a,ud the warn1 neutral medium, but Lelzlier et al. used MIHAM Ha data to estimate 
tiist a,t least -50% of the excited CS column density originates in the WIM for an average 
line of sight. 
5.4. H a  as a Tracer of Infrared Einissioii 
Our derived eiiiissivity values and CIB results are subject to error if the TV'HAM Ha 
data are llot a good tracer of far infrared elnissiolz from the WIM in the regions we study. 
Par inhi-xed irltensit,y is proportional to dust colulnll density, ~vliereas Ha intensity is pro- 
portional t o  t,lle square of the ionized gas density integrated along the line of sight, I(Ha) 
sc T;O.g" n:ds, where n, is electron density and T, is electron temperature (Reynolds 1992). 
Tln1s errors would be expected in our results if the spatial variation of Ha intensity for a 
region is caused more by differences ill mean electron density or nieaiz electron temperature 
for difiererlt lines of sight than by differences in ionized gas colunzlz density. The approximate 
csc 1 bj depelidemce of high latitude TvHAI\II data (Haffiier et al. 2003) provides evidence that 
I-la is a reasonable tracer of N(HS) on large angular scales, but this isn't necessarily true on 
the scales svithin the regions studied here. 
HaEner, Reynolds, and Tufte (1999) and Reynolds, Haffiler, and Tufte (1999) have found 
evidelice that variations in Ha intensity may be largely due to variations in electron demsity, 
based on their observatiolls of Ha, [N 111 X 6583, aiid [S 111 X 6716 line iiltensities im the 
region 123" < 1 < 164", -35" < b < -Go, and previous observations of these lines in halos of 
edge-on galaxies. The [N II]/Ha and [S II]/Ha intensity ratios are observed to increase wit11 
increasing x, while the [S II]/[N 111 ratio is nearly constant. Interpreting the variations in [N 
II]/Ha as primarily due to variations in electron temperature, Haffner et al. and Reynoicls 
et al. inferred Te values raiigiag from GOO0 K to 11000 I<, with temperature increasing as Ha 
intensity decreases. They showed that this anticorrelatioli can be explained if va,riat,ioiis in 
Ha are largely due to variations in mean electron density, and a supplemelital source of gas 
heating is present that dominates over photoionization at low density, causing temipera.ture 
to increase with decreasing density. A number of possible supplemental lieatiiig meclianisins 
have been proposed, and R,eynolds et al. estimate the heating rate that would be meeded t,o 
explain the observations for each meclianism. 
If Ha is not a good tracer of ionized gas colun~l~ density, our method of analysis tcnds 
to uiiderestimate the infrared emissivity per Hf ion and overestimate the CIB. To show this. 
we consider a simple model in which the Ha variatioii in a region is partly due to valariatiozl 
of N(H+) aiid partly due to of effective electron density neff, 
where (I(Ha)), (N(Hf )), and (nef f )  are averages over all lines of siglit though the region. 
This assumes that electron temperature is coiistalit, and (N(H+) neff) = (N(H+)) ( ne f j ) .  
We adopt 
P 
(4) 
wllere p is the fraction of the variation of log I(Ha)  that is caused by variation of N(H+). IT-e 
itssunie tha,t, averaged over large ai~gular scales, N(HS) and I(Ha) are directly p~oportionnl, 
where c is our adopted coi~version factor of 1.15 Ray1eighs/1020 ernM2. The infrared emissi-i-ity 
per H nucleus is assumed to be coastaiit witliiii each gas phase, so the infrared einissioli from 
eacli pliase is proportioi~al to its gas columii density. The infrared emission from the ioriized 
phase is 
1 I, " I M  = E(H+) N (H+) = €(HI) ( I ( H ~ ) ) ' - ~ I  ( H ~ ) ~ / c .  (7) 
Assrlrning tlie distributions of N(H I) and I(Ha)  are uiicorrelated, the Ha coefficient B1 
that u-oald be obtained from our decompositioll is the mean slope of the U I ~ ' ~  -- I(Ha) 
relation. i f  the distribution of Ha intensities is syminetric about the mean, this is given by 
and the elilissjvity per H+ ion derived from the analysis underestimates the actual emissivity, 
Tiius, our derived limit E(H+)/&(HO) < 0.4 may be consistent wit11 no real difference in 
emissivity between tlie ionized and neutral phases if only a small fraction of the Ha variation 
in our regions is caused by variation of N(H+) , i.e., if p < 0.4 in the context of this simple 
model. Berkliuijseli, h'Iitra, and h/iiiller (2006) have estin~ated p = 0.68 1 0.04 for the high 
liitit,ude difhse ionized gas, using pulsar dispersion measure data and TVHAM Ha data 
toward a sample of 157 pulsars at Ibl > 5' (see their Figure 7b). This result suggests t11a.t~ 
our lo\?; derived c(Hf) /~(HO) is at least partly due to error in using Ha as a tracer. 
Tllc overestimate of the CIB for our simple model is given by the intexcept of a linear 
fit to tile v1FIM - I(Ha) relation. To a good approximation, this intercept is given by 
iisillg cci~~ations (G), (7) ,  and (8), we obtain 
M"\ie ll:~-~-c used this result to estimate the possible effect of enlission fro111 the I4TIM that is not 
correlatcxl with H a  or M(H I) on the CIE results derived from our three-component fits. TVe 
s-ilbt,rac;t!e<l A (~1,) offsets from the derived residual intensities C1 for each region assuming 
p = 0.53.5, (N(HS)) = (I(Ha))/(1.15 Rayleighs/1020 c ~ n - ~ ) ,  and &(Ht) = (0.510.5) &(HO), 
using values of Al in Table 3 for e(HO). For each wavelength, we then calculated the weighted 
avera,gc-: of the reduced residual intensity over the five regions, treating the k0.5 uncertainties 
in p and r(H')/e(HO) as additional independent sources of error. The resulting average 
residual illtelisities are 21 & 27, 17.0 1 6.3, 23.5 k 8.5, and 12.0 1 2.9 nTV ni-2 sr-I at GO, 100, 
140 , and 240 j~m,  respectively. At 140 and 240 pin, these results are only G% lower than the 
results from? our three-component fits. 
Eq~iation (11) is the same as the expression for tlie CIB overestimate from a two- 
colnl~onelit fit (using H I without Ha) where p is the fraction of N(H+) that is correlated 
r i t h  S J K  I). Tl~us we can use the same procedure to estimate the possible effect of emission 
from the TVIM that is not correlated wit11 N(H I) on the CIB results of Hauser et al. (1998). 
We make tlle same assumptioils as in the previous paragraph for p, (N(H+)), and e(H+). 
The HQBS region included in the Hauser et al. analysis is below the declination limit of t.lie 
WHAM survey, so for this region we used data from the Southern H-Alpha Sky Survey of 
Gaustad et al. (2001) as processed by Finkbeiner (2003). We find that the weiglited-average 
residual intensities from the Hauser et al. analysis would be reduced to 20.9 f 6.2, 23.6 1: 7.0, 
and 12.9 f 2.5 i1W sr-l at 100, 140, and 240 pm, respect,ively. These results are only 
about 5% lower tlzail those of Hauser et al. 
The possible effect of the ionized medium is also estimated to be small for tlie 125- 
2000 prn CIB spectrum deterinined by Fixsen et al. (1998) froin FIRAS observations. In 
one of their analyses, Galactic emission telxplate maps were construct,ed from DIREE 140 pm 
and 240 pm data with the Hauser et al. (1998) CIB and zodiacal light subtracted, alicl the 
CIB spectrum was obtained by correlating FIRAS data with these templates. Our estil?-la,t.e 
of N 5% for the possible error of the DIRBE CIB results also applies to the 140 2 X i 240 pix 
part of the CIB spectrum derived from this analysis. At longer wavelengths, tile error is 
expected to decrease. This is because the spectruln of elliission from the ionized mediurn 
is expected to be similar to the spectrum of emission from the 1-1 I phase, and the ratio of 
this spectrum t,o the CIB spectrum decreases with increasiilg wavelength for X > 240 j~ul. 
Since all t h e e  of the Fixsen et al. allalyses gave consistent results for the CIB spectrur~i, 
the possible error due to the ThjIM should be small for their average CIB spectrrzln froln the 
three met 110 ds. 
6 .  Summary 
we used WHAn'l Ha data as a tracer of far infrared emission from tlle warln ionized 
phase of the ISM in a11 effort to determine the ii~tensity of this emission at high Gala,ctic 
latitudes and t,o assess its effect on deterlnination of the cosnlic far infrared background. 
We studied five lligh latitude regions, illcluding regions previously analyzed by Hauser et 
al. (1998) and Lagacl~e et al. (2000). For eacll region, we decomposed COBEIDIRBE da.ta 
at 60, 100, 140, and 240 pm into a su111 of an H I correlated component, an H a  correla,ted. 
cornponelit, and a residual componeilt. Uncertainties in our results due to olnissioll of' an Hi, 
correlat,ed colllponent are expected to be negligible, based on results of a FUSE high la,t,it.-ilde 
H2 absorption line survey. We fo.ui~d that the il~tensity of the Ha correlated componelit is 
collsistellt with zero within the uncertainties for all regions at all wavelengths. From the 
mean intensities of the residual c~mponent~s, we derived estimates of the CIB at 140 and 
240 pm and upper limits to the CIB at 60 and 100 pin (Table 4). We repeated t,he alialysis 
n-1thou-r iiicludiiig ail Ha  correlated component, axid the derived CIB results did not cliange 
iignificaiitly Our CIB estimates and upper limits are similar to previous CIB determinations 
for svlxch the FIR emission from the ISM was traced only by H I column density. We conclude 
.ellat addltloli of an Ha correlated component in modeliiig the ISM emission at high Galactic 
iatltude has liegligible effect on derived CIB results. We did not perform detailed allisotropy 
tests 011 the maps of residual intensity from our analysis, so our CIB results do iiot supersede 
the iesults of Hauser et al. (1998). 
'141'e derived 20- upper limits to the 100 pnl elnissivity per H+ ion for the five regions 
that are typically about 40% of the emissivity per H atom for the neutral atomic medium. 
_Available evidence suggests that this low value is partly due to a lower dust-to-gas mass ratio 
411 the ionized medium than in tlie iieutral atomic medium, and partly due to a sliortcoliiing 
of using H a  as a tracer of FIR emission, which causes our analysis to underestimate the 
ernissivity of the ionized medium. Other possible effects that may play a role include a 
weaker radiation field in the ionized medium than in the neutral medium, a difference ill 
gra,in optii:al properties or grain size distribution, or an error in our adopted I(Hcr)/AT(H+) 
conr;ersioli factor. (The value of 100 prn elnissivity per H+ ion derived by Lagache et al. 
(2000) is iiluch greater than tlie upper limit we derived for their region. Our allalysis differs 
fr~ia theirs in that (1) we exclude positions where N(H I) is greater than 3 x lo2' 
1~:hel.e ernissioli from H2 associated dust or 21-crn line opacity nlay be significaiit,, and (2) we 
k~liily~i? clata at a resolution of lo instead of 7O.) 
Her observatiolis have previously been used i11 this kind of aiialysis with apparent success 
for ioilized regiolis that liave higlier density a id  are at low x. However, for the general high 
latitude I&,iIM, evidence froiii Reynolds, Haffiier, and Tufte (1999) aiid Berkliuijseli, Mitra, 
alld h~liiller (2006) suggests that variations in Ha are iiot entirely due to variations in H+ 
colunln tlensity, but are also due to differences in meall electroll density for different lines of 
siglit. Tlnls, Ha may not be an accurate tracer of far infrared eliiissioii from the wIT\lI. 
If i-la intensity is not a good tracer, ally eniission from the TVIL\/I that is not correlated 
with Ha or H I would contribute to our derived residual compoiielit for eacli region, so 
our analysis could overestimate the CIB. The agreement with tlie Hauser et al. (1998) 
results could he because their analysis overestimates the CIB by a, similar amount. we used 
ivHAI\;I da,t,a to estimate the possible effect on our CIB results and 011 the Hauser et al. 
results, assumilig that tlie mean Ha intensity for each region can be used to estiliiate its 
ii-iean H+ columli density. I11 eacli case, x7e estimated the effect to be only about 5% at 
146 and 240 pin, svliicli is 1iiucli snialler than the quoted uncertainties. The possible effect 
of emissioli from the WIM is also estimated to be sinall for tlie 125-2000 pm CIB spectrum 
determilied by Fixseii et al. (1998) from FIRAS observations. 
We estimated upper limits on a possible diffuse cornpoilent of the CIB by colnparing 
the Hauser et al. (1998) CIB results with tlie integrated galaxy brightness deter11ii1zecl hy 
Dole et al. (2006) from Spitxer source couilts. We obtained 20 upper limits 011 a diE~ise 
coinpoiieilt of 26 iiW sr-I at 140 pm and 8.5 iiW m-2 sr-I at 240 p1-n. 
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the referee for helpful comn~ents. This paper is dedicated to the inelllory of our friend &lid 
colleague Thomas J.  Sodroski, and we achov\rledge his coiitributions in tlie formative stages 
of this work. This research was supported by NASA Astropl~j~sical Data Prograi~l NRA 
99-01-ADP-137. 
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Table 1. Datasets 
Velocity 
Dataset Resolution Integration Reference 
- 
DIRBE Zodi-Subtracted 00 7 
Mission Average Maps 
Hauser et al. (1997) 
Leiden-Dwingeloo 0: 6 -450 < V J , ~ R  < 400 km s-' Hartmann 8LT Burton (1997) 
H I Survey 
Lockman Hole 21' -150 < ~ 1 ~ s ~  < 100 km s-' Snowden et al. (1994) 
H I  map 
NEP H I  Map 21' -150 < V L ~ R  < 150 km s-I Elvis et al. (1994) 
WHAM Ha: 10 0 -80 < V L ~ R  < 80 km s-' Haffner et al. (2003) 
Sky Survey 
Table 2. Test of Analysis for Q2 R.egion 
TVavelength Ala  B1 (21 Source 
(P") (nTV mv2 sr-l/10" (nV1 mV2 sr-l/ ~ a ~ l e i ~ l ~ ) ~  (nW m-2 sr-I) 
1 4 0 f 0 4  23.4 f 6 3 Lagache et a1 (2000) 
14 0 f 3.0 23.4 i 3 8 This paper 
23.4 i 1.9 24.3 f 11.6 Lagache et al. (2000) 
23.4 f 5.9 24.3 rt 7.9 This paper 
12.7 f 0.8 11.0 & 6.9 Lagache et al. (2000) 
12.7 f 3.8 11.0 i 5.1 This paper 
aParameter values from fits of the form ul,(X) = -41N(HI) + BII (Ha)  + C1 
bl Rayleigh = 1oF/47r photons s-I sr-l = 0.24 nVV m-2 sr-I at  Ha: 
Table 3. Decoinposition Results 
Ri-gioii DlREE Band Fit type A< Bi ci Npoints X? 
(urn) i (nW ~ n - ~  s r - ' / l ~ ~ ~  cm-') (nW m - 2  sr-'/  R a ~ l e i g h ) ~  (nW I L I - ~  sr - ' )  
NCP 60 
100 
140 
2-10 
"Bit type 1. vI,:X) = A, N(HI) + R1I(Ha) -t CI 
biiit typc 3- v I , ( X )  = A2N(I-11) -I- C2 
'I !-Cavieigl~ -= 10~j47r photons s-' sr-'  = 0.24 n\V rn-2 s r - I  at Ha 
Table 4. CIB Limits and Detectionsa 
ISM vI,(CIB) (nW m-2 sr-I) 
Tracers 60 pm 100 pm 140 pm 240 pm Reference 
H I < 75 (20.6 f 27) < 34 (21.9 f 6.1) 25.0 f 6.9 13.6 f 2.5 Hauser et al. (1998) 
H I < 75 (20.5 f 27) < 30 (18.2 f 6.1) 22.0 f 7 . 0 ~  12.1 f 2.5b This paper 
H I & H a  < 75 (20.9 f 27) < 32 (19.8 f 6.1) 25.1 f 8 . 0 ~  12.8 f 2.sb This paper 
H I & H a  . . .  23.4 f 6.3b < 47 (24.2 f 11.6) < 25(11.0 f 6.9) Lagache et al. (2000) 
"Upper limits are given for cases where the residuals are not 35  greater than zero or where they are non-isotropic. 
'A test for anisotropy was not performed 
Table 5. Effect of Interplanetary Dust Model 011 CIB Determination 
Hauser et a1 (1998) mean residual " 20 6 f 27 21.9 f 6 1 25.0 f 6 9 13 6 f 2 5 
Wright (2004) mean residual ' -8 f 14 12 5 f 5 22 f 7 13 f 2 5 
Residual d~fference (row 1 - row 2) 28 6 9 4 3 0 6 
Zodi subtract~on uncerta~nty 26 7 6 0 2 3 0 5 
"Based on the IPD model of Kelsall et al. (1998). 
'Based on the IPD model of Gorjian et al. (2000). 
'15 uncertainty in zodiacal light subtraction for the Hauser et al. analysis, from Kelsall et 
al. (1998). 
Table 6. Comparisoll of Integrated Galaxy Brigl~tliess and CIB fi/leasuremer~t~s 
Integrated galaxy brightness " ' 13.7 f 1.7 10.7 f 1.4 
DIRBE CIB " 25.0 f 6.9 13.6 f 2.5 
DIRBE CIB transformed to FIRAS scale a ' 15.0 f 5.9 12.7 f 1.6 
Integrated galaxy brightness/CIB (DIRBE scale) 0.55 f 0.17 0.79 f 0.18 
Integrated galaxy brightness/CIB (FIRAS scale) 0.91 f 0.37 0.84 f 0.15 
CIB (DIRBE scale) - Integrated galaxy brightness " < 26 (11.3 i 7.1) < 8.5 (2.9 f 2.8) 
CIB (FIRAS scale) - Integrated galaxy brightness " < 14 (1.3 f 6.1) < 6.2 (2.0 ?r 2.1) 
'Dole et al. (2006) 160 pm result from Spitzer MIPS observations, scaled to DIRBE wave- 
lengths. 
'From Hauser et al. (1998). 
Table 7. 100 pm Elnissivity Determillations 
Region 1 /bl Adopted 100 pm Emissivity 100'/lm Emissivity Reference 
n, (cmV3) per H+ Iona per H atoma 
XQBN 
LH 
YEP 
Q 1 
Q2 (HI cut) 
9 2  HI cut) 
1 = 144, b = -21 
Spica 
Eridanus Superbubble 
Barnard's Loop 
Outer Galactic Plane 
Inner Galactic Plane 
This paper 
This paper 
This paper 
This paper 
This paper 
Lagache et al. (2000) 
ilrendt et al. (1998), this paper 
Arendt et al. (1998), this paper 
Heiles et  al. (1999) 
Heiles et al. (2000) 
Sodroski et al. (1997) 
Sodroski et al. (1997) 
Fig. 1.- Location of the regions analyzed on a Galactic coordinate hlollweide p~ojecriori 
centered a,t I = 0". The Lockman Hole (LH) region is the region mapped in H I by Siio~~lden 
et al. (19 94). The north ecliptic pole (NEP) region is the region niapped in 13 I by Elvis, 
Lockman and Fassnaclit (1994). The DIRBE high quality B north (HQBN) region is defirled 
as the region at Galactic latitude b > +GO0 and ecliptic latitude ,8 > +45". The first quailrant 
(41) region is defined by 30" < 1 < SO0, 30" < b < 41". Tlie second quadrant ((42) rcgiou is 
a region previously studied by Lagache et al. (2000). 
(bl H I Column Densitv 
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Fig. 2.-- images of tlie Q1 region in (a) DIRBE 100 pm intensity after subtraction of 
the illt,eqlanetary dust emission model, (b) H I columli density from the Leiden-Dwingeloo 
survey, (c) Ha intensity from the WHAM Northern Sky Survey, and (d) 100 pm illtensity as 
in (a) ixi"i,vith the coniponelit that is correlated with H I column density subtracted. Tlie 
clist>ribrrtions of H I and ,Ha differ from each other and differ from an isotropic distribution, 
so t,lle infrared data call be decomposed into a sum of tlie three distributions. No correlation 
is seer1 between H a  and tlie residual 100 pm emission in (d), consistent with the low value 
of the H a  coeificient B1 obtained from our analysis. Possibly the 100 pn1 eliiissivity of tlie 
ionized medium is low and the intensity variations ill (d) are not rela.ted to the ionized 
~nediunl, or H a  is not a good tracer of the 100 pm emissioli from this medium. Tlie image 
display ranges, from black to white, are 20 to 170 1iW m-2 sr-I for (a), 0.4 to 6.3 1020 atoms 
c:ln.-"o:r (b), 0.5 to 1.6 R for (c), and -25 to 50 nMT m-%r-l for (d). The black contour in 
(h) sliom-s tlie N(H I) cut of 3 lo2' atoms cm-"sed in the analysis, as described in $3.1. 
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Fig. 3.- Correlatioii plots for Q1 region positiolis used iii our aiialysis, below an n'(H 1) cut, 
at 3 lo2' atoins cm-" The correlatioli betn~eeli 100 pm iliteiisity aiid H I colurnli density 
(a) is tighter than that bet~veeil 100 pm intensity and Ha iiiteiisity (b) or tBa,t betweell 
Ha intensity and H I coluiiiii density (c). No correlatioli is seen between Ha ii~t~eiisity aalc-1 
residual 100 ,urn iiiteiisity after subtraction of the H I correlated colnponent (d). The cross 
plot,ted ill the lower right of eacli panel shows the typical statistical iiieasureliient lrlicertailitv 
(i la) for each quaintity. 
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Fig. -1.-- Fits to the 100 ,urn data for the Q1 and Q2 regions. For each region, the 100 p1n 
intercept is nearly the same for the fit using H I (top) and the fit using H I and Ha. (bottom). 
The scatter about the fit line is also nearly the salnle for the two cases. 
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Fig. 5.- Infrared emissivity per H li~xcleus for the neutral aton?ic gas phase (filled sy11il)ols) 
and the ionized gas pliase (open syliibols) froin the three-component fits for each region. 
For the ionized gas pliase, the emissivity values were obtained from the B1 para,met,er values 
using a conversioli fador of I (Ha) /N(Hf)  = 1.15 Rayleighs/1020 (see text). The 
elnissivity xralues for the ionized phase are consistent with zero, and the elnissivity values 
for the neutral pliase are consistent with those derived when an Ha-correlated cornpollelit is 
not included in tlie fits (see Table 3). 
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Fig. >feall residual infrared intensity C1 as a function of wavelength, from the three- 
comporler;_t fits for each region. The residual intensity values for the five regions are consistellt 
witfll isotropy at 140 and 240 pin, 111argiiially colisistelit with isotropy at 100 pm, and not 
consistelit wit,h isotropy at 60 pin. The error bars show la statistical uilcertaiiities aiid 
do not illclude systematic ullcertailities that contribute to the total uncert,ail?ty for a CIB 
1~lea~s1.irerne~1t. 
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Fig. 7.- Residual infrared iiiteiisity averaged over the HQBN, LH, NEP, Q1, alld Q2 
regions as a fullction of ~ravelei~gtli. Results from the two-componeut fits (circles) aid 
from the three-coiaponellt fits (squares) are ill close agreemellt. The error bars slio~f- 10 
statistical ul~certaillties and do not iilclude systenlatic ul~cert~ainties that colltribute to ~ i l c  
t,ot a1 uncert aility for a CIB measurel~leiit. 
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Fig. 8.-~- Derived values of 100 pm ernissi~rity per H+ ion for different regions plot,ted as a 
flinction of est,iliiated electron density. The data are froin Table 7. Most previously studied 
regions have el~iissivities greater than the 2a upper limits shown for our regioiis. I11 iiiost 
cases this can be atkributed either to eiihaliced dust lieatiiig by nearby stars or, for regioiis 
wit11 elect,roli density of about 1 ~ r n - ~  or greater, to enhanced dust heating by Lyoc radiation. 
